HOW THE WORLD WORKS University School KINDERGARTEN
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between the natural world (physical and
biological) and human societies; how humans use their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of
scientific and technological advances on society and on the environment.
Central Idea:

K

The way materials behave and interact determines how people use them.

Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. how toys have changed over time (change)
2. materials used to make toys (form)
3. the design and function of toys (function)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Change: How is it transforming?
Form: What is it like?
Function: How does it work?

Comparison
Materials
Design

Inquirers
Thinkers
Reflective

Thinking skills
Social skills
Self-management skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Geography—toys around the world, Economics—supplies of materials
Science: Classifying, sorting, analyzing data, engineering: designing, sketching, modeling, science
vocabulary, STEM challenges
Math and Problem Solving: Shopping budget for materials, quantities of materials, 3D shapes,
sorting, charting, measuring, graphing
Language Arts: Writing: how-to, personal narrative, readalouds

Art: Make drums or recycled string instrument out of styrofoam
Library: How wordless books tell stories : Float; Not-a-Box
Music: Patterns and form in songs; sorting instruments; how instruments are designed to make sounds
PE: Comparing balls made out of different materials
Spanish: Spanish vocabulary; toys found in various countries; explore the life of a Latino family and observe the toys they play with, use
toys to practice the phrases “I like…” and “I don’t like…”; make a traditional toy (maraca, balero, etc.)
Social Justice: Identity > families have different ways of doing things; alike and different; sharing

HOW THE WORLD WORKS University School FIRST GRADE
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between the natural world (physical and
biological) and human societies; how humans use their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of
scientific and technological advances on society and on the environment.
Central Idea:

Humans interact with the physical world.

Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. observation of the physical world (form)
2. how sound and light are used (function)
3. the transformation of natural resources (change)
Key Concepts:
Form: What is it like?
Function: How does it work?
Change: How is it transforming?

Related Concepts:
Classification
Resources
Materials

Learner Profile:
Risk-takers
Balanced

Approaches to Learning:
Thinking skills
Communication skills
Research skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Geographic conditions’ impact on community; natural resources
Science: How sound and light are used in communication; the properties and uses of rocks and earth materials
Math and Problem Solving: Measurement, classification, data labels
Language Arts: Writing letters and poetry, Junior Great Books

Art: Sculpture techniques, connections, building with a variety of materials
Library: Mini-inquiry on unusual houses around the world/local resources
Music: Instrument families, sounds and vibrations, materials used to make instruments around the world
PE: Sounds and lights at sporting events; home field advantage
Spanish: Three Little Tamales book (materials used to build things), shapes in Spanish
Social Justice: Fairness > how humans share natural resources
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HOW THE WORLD WORKS University School SECOND GRADE
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between the natural world (physical and
biological) and human societies; how humans use their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of
scientific and technological advances on society and on the environment.
Central Idea:

Weather affects the way we live each day.

Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. the properties of air (form)
2. how we observe, measure, and predict weather (change)
3. weather’s impact on people around the world (causation)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Form: What is it like?
Change: How is it transforming?
Causation: Why is it as it is?

Prediction
Meteorologist
Patterns

Knowledgeable
Inquirers
Reflective

Research skills
Thinking skills
Self-management skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Maps, cardinal directions, comparing communities
Science: Air, seasons, weather phenomena, tools, and patterns
Math and Problem Solving: Graphing, measurement, patterns, tools, STEM
Language Arts: Notetaking, predicting skills, opinion and fact, weather fiction and nonfiction, weather
myths and sayings
Art: Art can withstand weather; kite
Library: Four weeks of weather stories, nonfiction, research, folklore, poetry
Music: Wind instruments; breath/air control for singing; weather songs
PE: Parachute activities, scarves juggling, how weather impacts sporting events, throwing Frisbee in windy conditions.
Spanish: Weather vocabulary, weather forecasts/climates around the Spanish Speaking World; papalotes (kites)
Social Justice: Diversity > students will express curiosity about the experiences of others
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HOW THE WORLD WORKS University School THIRD GRADE
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between the natural world (physical and
biological) and human societies; how humans use their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of
scientific and technological advances on society and on the environment.
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Central Idea: People use science and technology to explore the physical environment.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. properties of rocks and minerals (form)
2. formation and classification of rocks (causation)
3. uses of rocks (function)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Form: What is it like?
Causation: Why is it as it is?
Function: How does it work?

Classification
Properties
Engineering

Inquirers
Thinkers
Communicators

Thinking skills
Communication skills
Research skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Physical characteristics of regions
Science: Rocks, minerals, fossils
Math and Problem Solving: Measurement, area, perimeter, density, geological timeline
Language Arts: Expository nonfiction, folklore, porquois tales

Art: Balance and sculpture with natural materials
Library: Storytelling > Stone Soup; Roxaboxen and community
Music: Elements of music related to layers of Earth’s crust; using technology to explore world music; Earth songs
PE: Rock climbing — some rocks better suited to climbing. Seeing exposed rock and geology connections when hiking.
Spanish: Rock formations in the Spanish Speaking world (Machu Picchu, Tecnoctitlan, etc,); virtual field trips; Incan Civilization Escape Room
activity
Social Justice: Understanding differences; global justice

HOW THE WORLD WORKS University School FOURTH GRADE
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between the natural world (physical and
biological) and human societies; how humans use their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of
scientific and technological advances on society and on the environment.
Central Idea: Humans and the natural world are in a cause and effect relationship.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. the identification of the natural world by humans (form)
2. the impact of the earth on humans (causation and change)
3. how humans respond to change
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Form: What is it like?
Causation: Why is it as it is?
Change: How is it transforming?

Region
Systems
Processes
Cause and effect

Inquirers
Knowledgeable
Thinkers

Thinking skills
Research skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Geography—mapping, longitude, latitude, regions
Science: The Earth’s surface and processes, landforms, STEM challenges, cataclysmic events
Math: Models, scale and proportion, ration, calculations, angles, degree of sphere, abstracts,
change over time

Language Arts: Nonfiction, notetaking, reflective writing, readalouds, mini book groups
Art: Landscape paintings, outdoor artworks, art with natural materials
Library: I Survived disasters escape room - using research sources
Music: Indiana History Songs: Back Home Again in Indiana, On the Banks of the Wabash
PE: Running marathons and their origin and tradition, recreation sports near water, curling or hockey in colder frozen climates
Spanish: Spanish speaking world - Virtual Field trip
Social Justice: Empathy and action
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HOW THE WORLD WORKS University School FIFTH GRADE
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between the natural world (physical and
biological) and human societies; how humans use their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of
scientific and technological advances on society and on the environment.
Central Idea: Living things adapt to their environments.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. how living things use natural resources to adapt (connection)
2. the interconnection of habitats, ecosystems and biomes (function)
3. causes of plant and animal adaptations (causation)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Connection: How is it linked to other things?
Function: How does it work?
Causation: Why is it as it is?

Adaptation
Biome/habitat
Natural resources

Inquirers
Communicators
Open-minded

Thinking skills
Communication skills
Research skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Indigenous people, human movement, human adaptation, cultural regions, economics
Science: Biome research, habitat observation, inquiry into animal adaptations, atmosphere
Math and Problem Solving: Comparing and contrasting, graphing adaptation, measuring,
calculating needs, scale, 3D models
Language Arts: Information writing, text features, personal narrative writing, point of view,
storytelling, notetaking, reading

Art: Landscape paintings, outdoor artworks, art with natural materials
Library: Native American folklore and the environment
Music: Development of instruments around the world based on available resources
PE: Sport and recreation evolving around available resources; hockey in cold climates
Spanish: Habitats and animals vocabulary
Social Justice: Diversity in social, cultural, political and historical context ; standing up against injustice
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HOW THE WORLD WORKS University School SIXTH GRADE
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between the natural world (physical and
biological) and human societies; how humans use their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of
scientific and technological advances on society and on the environment.
Central Idea: Models provide an understanding of intangible systems.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. how readers and authors use structure to increase creativity (form)
2. how the behaviors and laws of the natural world can be represented through models (function)
3. how we use models to represent changes in social organization over time (change)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Form: What is it like?
Function: How does it work?
Change: How is it transforming?

Model
Systems
Energy

Knowledgeable
Thinkers
Communicators

Thinking skills
Communication skills
Research skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Civilizations> rise of Rome to feudalism
Science: Mass/weight/density, weather, states of matter, forms of energy, scientific notation
Math and Problem Solving: Formulas, measurement, graphing, converting temperatures
Language Arts: Models in writing, plot structure, character archetypes, structure of poetry and plays
Art: Collaborative models

Library: If the World Were a Village unit kickoff; the art of the infographic; Exhibition project structure
Music: Musical elements and formal jazz and improvisation (structure increases creativity); chords/
chord progression; sampling
PE: Health systems (skeletal, circulatory, etc.), procedures and structures to games and sports
Spanish: Verb and other structures; history of the language ties into feudal system; Celebrations - structure and symbols
Social Justice: Recognizing stereotypes and injustice, expressing empathy
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